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With all the pressures and influences of todayâ€™s world, Christian moms worry about their little
girls and how they will grow up. Quality time between a mom and a daughter can be the greatest
protection against the worldâ€™s pressures to make a girl mature too quickly. Knowing this, Dannah
Gresh, popular speaker and founder of the Secret Keeper Girl conferences, has developed a host of
dating ideas to help moms invest the time needed to deeply connect with their daughters.8 Great
Dates includes fun mother-daughter get-togethers, perfect one-on-one or for a small group of moms
and their energetic 8-12 year-old daughters. Each date focuses on one topic surrounding beauty
and modesty and is full of fun while at the same time imparting a life and faith-enhancing message.
The book provides a mom with everything she needs to plan and carry out the activities and
includes topics such as:The power of true beautyâ€•what makes a girl beautiful?Truth or bare
fashionsâ€•how to balance fashion and godly modestyHair, makeup and clothesâ€•who should be
your model?Hereâ€™s the secret to bringing up healthy, grounded, and spiritually rich girls!
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I have a 9 year old little girl and this was a great way to carve out special time together and get to
know each other better. This book has all those things you want to say to your daughter--that she is
beautiful beyond what the world calls beautiful, and she is worth more than the world tells her she
is--and it is all in one place, ready to help you communicate it well to your daughter. This book also
helped both of us strengthen our personal relationship with God. I HIGHLY recommend this book! I
wish my mother had a resource like this when I was young!

I started to use this book with my daughter and 4 other moms and daughters this summer in my
church. The girls' age are from 9 to 11. We finished our second dates this Sunday. We had a lot of
fun and laughter. Some moms commented that those dates has enabled them to have one to one
time with their daughters and to have a chance to clarify some misunderstandings among them.
Girls have requested more tea party with moms. The video clipping on Dove Evolution also has
helped them understand how media has created unrealistic beauty standard. Also, moms also
expressed that the book help them their own difficulties in body image. We are looking forward to
other 6 dates.

There are so many mothers that will just ignore this fragile part of their daughters life because their
attention is elsewhere only half heartedly paying attention to her. :( This book shows what every girl
deserves: love and preparation! And Attention!! This book is a must!

I bought this book for my daughter, who's child is now 11 going on 25yrs old. When my daughters
were preschool age I told myself "you only have until they are 16yrs old to instill all the values you
want them to have in life. After that, the choices are all theirs".When you are the Grandmother, and
not as directly making these choices, you want to do anything you can to enable your children to
raise their own children to have integrity and good relationships. I saw that this book has many great
ideas similar to things that I did that worked with my girls. A helpful tool so that my daughter can
plan her own mother /daughter adventures without me putting in my "two cents worth" verbally.

The best book I've purchased in a very long time. We've already completed 2 dates, and my
daughter keeps asking for more. Trying to take time in between to lengthen the experience. Truly,
will change your relationship with your daughter in addition to the amazing life lesson she will be
learning.

I purchased this to read for my 13 year old. I love the lessons and talks about inner beauty, and
teaching you are More. This is something we should be teaching our daughters in a world that
teaches them outer beauty is everything. This book says for tweens and teens but depending on
your daughter I really think this needs to start at the tween age. I still used it but had to tweek it a
she was a little past most of this, and this would have been a bit corny for her. But it is a great book.

I've read through this book and cannot wait to go on these dates with my daughter! I think this is just
what our daughters need in learning about their bodies and starting to talk about the things related
to puberty.

I am not a mom, but a Jr High Sunday School Teacher. I was doing a "Beauty Within" Study with the
girls and used one of the "date" ideas from the book. It was fun and a teachable moment that I hope
the girls won't forget.
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